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ABSTRACT: Itre mathematical criterion for thre evolution of aLtruism is npre
f f i t rancof i I I IDn1yc1aimed.Speci f ica1ty,atota1tossof indiv idua1f i t .
ness requires a npre tlran tripling of a sibling's fitness under one-sided risk
conditions.
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rn Chapter 5 of his book Sociobiol€y: nre llew s J u. o. Wilson
states that "a geneticalfy b e if the average
inclusive fitness of individuals...displaying it is greater than the inclusive
fitness qf individuals...that do not display it." Then, paraphrasing W. D.
Hamilton2 he continues "In general, K, the iatio of gain in fitness iof the
benefactor) to loss in fitness (of thre altruist) must e><ceed the reciprocal
of the average coefficient of relationship (r)". Thus, for altruism to evolve,
the gain:loss ratio measured in surviving offspring must be greater than the
reciprocal of the degree of relatedness between the altruist and the benefactor.

Although thre mathematics is correct, Wilson and otfrers have misapplied it by
failing to define "gain" and "Ioss" crcnparably. In Wilson's exanple (W. 118)
when the loss to the altruist is conplete (1.0), he states that "the brother's
fitness must be ncre thran doubled" for the inclusive fitness of the altruist to
be increased. But if we would conplete the equation for this exanple, we rniouLd
find that the gain:Ioss ratio equals 1.0 which is less than the inverse of re-
latedness (2.0). Actually, only a tripling of the brother's fitness rrould give
us a gain:loss ratio equal to 2.0.

Ttre problem lies in semantics and the determination of the value of K. Let
us look at four theoretical cases: "At', t'B", "C", and "D". 'rA'r represents the
ideal case where individual P and his brother Q are both able to reproduce suc-
cessfully, leaving X offspring each. Each offspring has a coefficient of rela-
tionship of k with its parent and of k with its uncle. The second generation
then crcnsists of 2X offspring, X of which are k related to P and X of which are
% related to P. Prs genetic representation in thre next generation Ls rzX+\X - ,;<.

In case "B", P has survived to produce X offspring, but Q has died prematurely
leaving no offspring. In case "B" there are X offspring each related % to P;
therefore P's genetic representation in the second generation is kX.

Case "C" is the first exanrple involving altruism. P has surrendered his fit-
ness in order to prevent his brotherrs premature death; Q has survived but P has
died leaving no offspring. Prs widowed mate now nrcves in with Q and his matet
helping them to raise npre than 2X offspring. Since each of Q's offspring are
L related to their late uncl€, P's genetic representation in the next generation
is nore than LzX, ncre than if he had not acted altruistically, as in case "B".

In the fourth case, "D", Q's fitness is not in danger, but P manages by sac-
rificing his own fitness, to increase Qrs fitness to npre than 3X. Prs genetic
representation in the secord generation of "D" is thus nore than r'S<, greaLer than
the ideal cds€, trArr. Orly if P can increase his brother's fitness by npre than
threefold is it in his interest to behave altruistically when his brotherrs fit-
ness is not in danger.
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Nrctice at this point that P's inclusive genetic fitness is greatest in
case "D" (nore than %) , then "A" (%) r then "C" (npre than %) , and lastly "B"
(rr). Vihile it is to P's advantage for "C" to occur instead of "B", it is not
to his advantage if t'Ct' occurs instead of rrAr'. If P were to give up his fit-
ness solely to double his brother's fitness when in fact his brother's fitness
was not in danger, he would actually be losing genetic representation in the
next generation. As we shall see, Wilson has erroneously defined "gain" in
terms of a factor (doubling) r but "loss" as absolute.

Mathematically, if we compare case "C", with case "A", we find that the
genetic gain to Q was equal to the genetic loss to P; Q's offspring increased
from X Lo 2X while P's decreased from X to zero. The true gain:loss ratio is
1.0, not 2.0 as ldilson implies, and substituting for K and 1/r, 1 is less than
1/>r. Conparing "D" to "A", we find that Qrs net gain is nore than twice Prs
loss since his fitness is increased threefold from X to npre than 3X. It is
here that K bec.omes npre than 2.0 and therefore nore than 1,/r. Lastly, in case
trcr! as compared to case "B", Q rmeives a gain of nore than 2X from zero, where-
as in "C" as conpared to "A" it is only 1X. Thus, defining both "gain" and
"loss" in terms of absolute increase or decrease, the equation shows us that
"C" is preferable to "B" (rnore than 2X is ncre than 1t<), but not to "A" (1x
is less f i ian 1/1).

The same argument can be apptied for any degree of relatedness between al-
truist and benefactor. In exanples where the fitness of the benefactor is
actually at risk, the minimum absolute gain can be realized by increasing the
benefactor's normal number of offspring by the factor 1/r, or for multiple
benefactors of relation r, by 1/br where b equals the number of benefactors.
But when the only potential loss is that of the altruist, minimum absolute gain
must be added to the original number of offspring, giving X+X(1/r), or X*X(1/br)
for multiple benefactors.

In finishing, it is interesting to note that when ranking cases rrAr'-r'Drr in
terms of their ability to evolve altruism, we rank the "D" over "A" over "C"
over "8", but in terms of the total number of offspring they produce, they rank
"D" over "C" over "A" over "8". In the case where the altruist gives up his
fitness for nxrre than a doubling but less than a tripling of his brother's fit-
ness, he will be increasing the total number of their combined offspring yet
decreasing the evolution of altruism. Knowing that the increase in gain of fit-
ness from case "C" to case ttptt i<, again as large as the number of offspring in
the "ideal" state, it is even rcre inpressive that altruism has evolved at all.
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